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Stroke of Midnight Penguin
Is Leo Morelli a beast or a prince? He locks Haley in his castle for her
own safety. She sees only the best in him, but the worst is yet to come.
HIDDEN BEAUTY is the second book in the Beauty and the Beast trilogy from
USA Today bestselling author Amelia Wilde.
Ever After High: Once Upon a Twist: Cerise and the Beast Dangerous Press
“Eloisa James writes with a captivating blend of charm, style, and grace that never fails to leave the reader
sighing and smiling and falling in love.” —New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn “Romance writing
does not get much better than this.” —People The Cinderella story moves to Regency England—with more than a
few twists and turns along the way! With A Kiss at Midnight, the remarkable Eloisa James spins a delicious tale
involving a carriage, a godmother, a pair of rats…and a beauty with no interest whatsoever in getting married—and
certainly not to a prince! Read A Kiss at Midnight and see why New York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas
says, “Eloisa James is extraordinary.”
Midnight for a Curse Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
"Within a fiercely beautiful, cruel world, three young servants of three deadly witches change each
other's lives forever. Alicia Jasinska's lush, darkly romantic The Midnight Girls is the subversive sapphic
monster girl fantasy you've been waiting for."—Tor.com In a snow-cloaked kingdom, two wicked rivals
secretly compete for the pure heart of a prince, only to discover they might be falling for each other.
Karnawal season is a time for mischief and revelry. For the next few weeks, all will be wintry balls,
glittery disguises, and nightly torch-lit sleigh-parties. Unbeknownst to the merrymakers, two uninvited
girls join the fun. Zosia and Marynka are drawn to each other the moment they meet, until they discover
they're rivals, who both have their sights set on the prince's heart. If one consumes a pure heart, she'll
gain immeasurable power. Marynka plans to bring the prince's back to her patron in order to prove
herself. While Zosia is determined to take his heart and its power for her own. Their ambition turns into
a magical contest with both girls vying to keep the prince out of the other's grasp, even as their attraction
to one another grows. But their attempts on his life draws the attention of the city that would die for him,

and suddenly their escalating rivalry might cost them not just their love for each other, but both their
lives. Perfect for fans of: The Wicked Deep and A Curse So Dark and Lonely Killing Eve and Witcher
Witchy tales Dark fantasy fiction LGBTQ books Enemies to lovers romance Praise for The Midnight
Girls: "Jasinska mingles human fears and goals... drawing from Slavic fairy tales to craft an intriguing tale
of bitter rivals exploring their bond." ? Publishers Weekly, STARRED "Bad girls steal hearts?literally?in
this Sapphic sophomore novel...fans of Leigh Bardugo's Grisha trilogy and readers craving morally gray
queer characters will happily make room on their shelves for this one." ? Kirkus Reviews "Dark and
delectable, you'll sink into this tale with utter delight. A magical, immersive and feminist fantasy - I
wanted it to last forever. Keep your eyes on Alicia Jasinska." ? Amie Kaufman, New York Times, USA
Today, and internationally bestselling author "For readers who prefer slow-build romance or for fans of
dark, fairy tale–inspired fantasy authors like Marie Rutkoski or Natasha Ngan." ? School Library
Journal "Two girls who discover that true power rests in alliances, whether witchy or romantic." ? The
Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books "Jasinska delivers a sharp, satisfying crash of mutual pining
wrapped in bloodstained teeth and ruthless competition...This is a glittering, compelling, richly rewarding
read." ? Tor.com "...a slow-burn romance with murderous heat that fans of BBC's Killing Eve will
devour." ? Booklist
Beauty and the Blacksmith HarperCollins
When bitter reporter Seth McCabe rescues Molly Delavan, who, escaping from her violent ex-
fiancé, goes into labor on the Chicago streets one wintry night, he rediscovers the power of
love. Original.
The Midnight Gang Open Road Media
More determined than ever to focus on their hard-earned relationship, Vincent and
Catherine attempt to celebrate their marriage with a romantic getaway, far from the
city and the stresses of work, family, and anything else that could keep them apart.
No cell phones, no guns, no beasting out—just each other. But when their tranquil
cruise ship is transformed into a crime scene, there’s no escape, and Cat and Vincent
are submerged in chaos. Can they bring down the threat before it brings down the
ship?

Midnight Dunes Independently Published
What if Beauty became the Beast? Discover a new angle on the classic fairytale
in this fantasy retelling that's perfect for anyone who can't get enough of
Beauty and the Beast. In the city of Yuan, the blind Princess Isra is raised to be
a human sacrifice. Her death will ensure her city’s vitality. In the desert, a
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mutant beast named Gem fights to save his people, known as the Monstrous,
from starvation. Neither dreams that, together, they can return balance to their
worlds. When Gem is captured for trying to steal Yuan’s enchanted roses, he
becomes a prisoner of the city. Isra enlists his help, and soon begins to care for
him—and to question everything she has been brought up to believe. . . .
“Engrossing tale . . . [an] intense love story.” —Kirkus Reviews “The bones of
the classic Beauty and the Beast story are all here, imaginatively fleshed out
with tropes from science fiction, fantasy, and even political drama.” —The
Bulletin, Recommended “Jay’s characters are well-realized . . . [the] setup is
intriguing and her writing assured.” —Publishers Weekly “Revelations and plot
twists keep the action flowing and romance growing. . . . A satisfying read for
fans of romantic fantasy.” —School Library Journal
Till Midnight Disney Electronic Content
The New York Times–bestselling author of Rose Daughter reimagines the
classic French fairy tale of Beauty and the Beast. I was the youngest of three
daughters. Our literal-minded mother named us Grace, Hope, and Honour. . . .
My father still likes to tell the story of how I acquired my odd nickname: I had
come to him for further information when I first discovered that our names
meant something besides you-come-here. He succeeded in explaining grace
and hope, but he had some difficulty trying to make the concept of honour
understandable to a five-year-old. . . . I said: ‘Huh! I’d rather be Beauty.’ . . .
By the time it was evident that I was going to let the family down by being
plain, I’d been called Beauty for over six years. . . . I wasn’t really very fond
of my given name, Honour, either . . . as if ‘honourable’ were the best that
could be said of me. The sisters’ wealthy father loses all his money when his
merchant fleet is drowned in a storm, and the family moves to a village far
away. Then the old merchant hears what proves to be a false report that one of
his ships had made it safe to harbor at last, and on his sad, disappointed way
home again he becomes lost deep in the forest and has a terrifying encounter
with a fierce Beast, who walks like a man and lives in a castle. The merchant’s
life is forfeit, says the Beast, for trespass and the theft of a rose—but he will
spare the old man’s life if he sends one of his daughters: “Your daughter would
take no harm from me, nor from anything that lives in my lands.” When Beauty
hears this story—for her father had picked the rose to bring to her—her sense of
honor demands that she take up the Beast’s offer, for “cannot a Beast be
tamed?” This “splendid story” by the Newbery Medal–winning author of The
Hero and the Crown has been named an ALA Notable Book and a Phoenix
Award Honor Book (Publishers Weekly).
Midnight Angel Penguin
The final book in a romance series set in a “fun, sexy world” (USA TODAY), where
paranormals seek love through a dating service called Midnight Liaisons. Ryder is hiding a
dark secret from her coworkers at Midnight Liaisons. Every time she’s sexually attracted to
a man, her dragon side breaks through. Not exactly man-bait! But she needs to lose her

virginity before her twenty-fifth birthday, or she’ll become a dragon forever. Her solution?
Big, hunky Hugh, the appointed guardian of her chastity. He’s clearly hot for her, but he has
powerful reasons to resist Ryder. Can temptation—and love—possibly find a way?

Thief of Cahraman Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
Professional matchmaker Marie Bellavance entertains the advances of two vampires
and a were-cougar in this sensual story of supernatural love. Original. 50,000 first
printing.
Of Beast and Beauty Simon and Schuster
A monster is holding me hostage inside a chateau. Can I escape him? Or will he still
my heart forever?
Kiss the Girl Ember
#1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of
Twilight with this highly anticipated companion: the iconic love story of Bella and
Edward told from the vampire's point of view. When Edward Cullen and Bella Swan
met in Twilight, an iconic love story was born. But until now, fans have heard only
Bella's side of the story. At last, readers can experience Edward's version in the long-
awaited companion novel, Midnight Sun. This unforgettable tale as told through
Edward's eyes takes on a new and decidedly dark twist. Meeting Bella is both the
most unnerving and intriguing event he has experienced in all his years as a vampire.
As we learn more fascinating details about Edward's past and the complexity of his
inner thoughts, we understand why this is the defining struggle of his life. How can
he justify following his heart if it means leading Bella into danger? In Midnight Sun,
Stephenie Meyer transports us back to a world that has captivated millions of readers
and brings us an epic novel about the profound pleasures and devastating
consequences of immortal love. An instant #1 New York Times BestsellerAn instant
#1 USA Today BestsellerAn instant #1 Wall Street Journal BestsellerAn instant #1
IndieBound BestsellerApple Audiobook August Must-Listens Pick "People do not
want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." --
Time "A literary phenomenon." -- New York Times
Beauty and the Beast Montana Publishing
BEAUTY AND THE BEAST After a violent attack, Allegra Ennis lost everything—her father,
her music career and her sight. Living in a world alone, full of darkness and fear, Allegra is
haunted by nightmares that don’t end when she opens her eyes. When she is stalked by an
unknown killer, Allegra must trust her life—and her heart—to former Navy SEAL Douglas
Kowalski, a fearsome warrior who bears the scars of war. But Kowalski fears that someone
as beautiful and talented as Allegra could never love a disfigured and mutilated war hero like
him. He can protect her against danger, but can he protect his heart? It’s not what you see
…it’s what you feel. **Note: This book was previously published by Ellora's Cave. The new
edition has been lightly edited and updated.**

Withering Rose (Once Upon A Curse Book 2) Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
WANTED Single human female to join charming, wealthy, single male were-
cougar for a night of romantic fun—and maybe more. Me: The tall, sensuous,
open-minded leader of my clan. You: A deliciously curvy virgin who’s
intimately familiar with what goes bump in the night. Must not be afraid of a
little tail. Prefer a woman who’s open to exploring her animal nature. Interest
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in nighttime walks through the woods a plus. My turn-ons include protecting you
from the worst the supernatural world has to offer. Ready for an adventure?
Give me a call. Vampires and doppelgangers need not apply.
The Midnight Girls Harper Collins
Can a poor shoe cobbler save twelve princes from a terrible curse?The twelve
princes of Savony are a mystery. They rarely go out, refuse to marry, and disappear
every fortnight, only to reappear with bruises and cuts. When Alix, a poor shoe
cobbler, is enlisted to help mend the princes' boots, she is asked to investigate the
princes' mystery in exchange for extra coin. Soon, she finds that the greatest danger
isn't getting caught by the handsome eldest prince, Theo, but the unspeakable terror
that will threaten the safety of the entire kingdom.

The Beast Within Beauty Dates the Beast
Under the covers, these lovers come alive! Katie MacAlister conjures
supernatural sparks in Shades of Gray A TV crew is filming a paranormal
reality show on the grounds of an imposing old Czech Republic estate. But the
electric passion behind the camera is what’s out of this world. When Noelle, a
Guardian, meets vampire Grayson, who has roamed for three centuries, she
awakens an aching hunger in him that only her touch can relieve. . . . Molly
Harper cooks up laughter and thrills in Undead Sublet After overworked
Chicago chef Tess flips out (can everyone hear that arugula talking, or is it just
me?), she rents a quiet house in Half-Moon Hollow for a month of R & R. But
when she finds the place occupied by a drop-dead gorgeous vampire, Tess’s
tastes—for comfort food, for small Kentucky towns, and for her irresistible
lover—become nearly insatiable! Jessica Sims excites the senses in Out with a
Fang When lonely were-jaguar Ruby consults a paranormal matchmaker, she
hopes to finally move on from a heart-wrenching breakup with her one true
love, a forbidden human. Nervously agreeing to a blindfolded first date with a
vampire, she finds the spicy scent of him intoxicating, his voice low, sexy, and
so very familiar. . . .
When Beauty Tamed the Beast Silhouette
The beast hides a dark secret in his past… Leo Morelli is known as the Beast
of Bishop's Landing for his cruelty. He’ll get revenge on the Constantine family
and make millions of dollars in the process. Even it means using an old man
who dreams up wild inventions. The beauty will sacrifice everything for her
family... Haley Constantine will do anything to protect her father. Even trade
her body for his life. The college student must spend thirty days with the
ruthless billionaire. He’ll make her earn her freedom in degrading ways, but in
the end he needs her to set him free. SECRET BEAST is a new full-length
novel from USA Today bestselling author Amelia Wilde about revenge, family
secrets, and the redeeming power of love. Praise for Amelia Wilde's King of
Shadows trilogy... "Breathtaking, intense, and scorching hot, KING OF
SHADOWS is the modern myth I've been waiting for." –New York Times
Bestselling Author Skye Warren "Summer Queen is a sexy shot of antihero

goodness—this is the kinky, delicious retelling of the year!" –Sierra Simone, USA
Today bestselling author “Amelia Wilde has proven once again why she is my
mortal enemy—I would kill to have written this dark, sensuous retelling of
Persephone’s journey to becoming Queen of the Underworld.” –Kayti McGee,
USA Today bestselling author Welcome to the Midnight Dynasty... The warring
Morelli and Constantine families have enough bad blood to fill an ocean, and
their brand new stories will be told by your favorite dangerous romance
authors. WARNING: This book is intended for readers eighteen years old and
over. It contains material that some readers could find disturbing. Enter at your
own risk...
Must Love Fangs Vintage
This is the first published version of Beauty and the Beast, written by the
French author Gabrielle-Suzanne Barbot de Villeneuve in the mid-18th century
and translated by James Robinson Planch . It is a novel-length story intended
for adult readers, addressing the issues of the marriage system of the day in
which women had no right to choose their husband or to refuse to marry.
There is also a wealth of rich back story as to how the Prince became cursed
and revelations about Beauty's parentage, which fail to appear in subsequent
versions of the now classic fairy tale.
The Beast Prince Harper Collins
The story of Beauty and the Beast finds new life in this magical and imaginative
retelling that’s filled with romance and adventure. By the time her sixteenth
birthday comes around, Belle feels more convinced than ever that she is being
called by the wrong name. Unlike her older sisters Celeste and April, whose
names suit them perfectly, Belle knows that she is not beautiful. She begs to be
called by her given name, Annabelle—or even Anna for short—but to no avail.
Her solace is her wood-carving hobby, and she longs to find the Heartwood
tree: Legend has it that, when carved by the right hands, it can reveal the face
of one’s true love. One day, during a fierce storm, Belle’s father stumbles upon
the fabled tree—only to become ensnarled by it and come face-to-face with a
terrifying and lonely Beast, who will set him free on one condition: that Belle
carves the Heartwood. Belle agrees, never dreaming that she and the Beast
have the same wish: to be seen not with the eyes of the mind, but of the heart.
Beasts of Prey Swerve
When the shocking discovery of a murdered woman’s body disturbs the tranquility of
tourist season, the police detective in charge of the puzzling case must work
alongside the new filmmaker in town to pursue every lead in the new romantic thriller
from New York Times bestselling author Laura Griffin. After a scandal derails her
television reporting career, Macey Burns comes looking for a change of pace in Lost
Beach, Texas. She’s ready to focus on her first passion—documentary filmmaking—and
has a new job working for the island’s tourism board, shooting footage of the idyllic
beachside community. Her plans for a relaxing rebound are dashed when she realizes
the cottage she’s renting belonged to the woman whose body was just found in the
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sand dunes. Detective Owen Breda is under intense pressure to solve this murder.
Violent crimes are rising in his small town, and he can’t stand to see anyone else
hurt…especially not the beautiful documentarian who keeps showing up at the
precinct. With the clock ticking, cameras rolling, and body count climbing, Macey and
Owen must use all their resources to find the killer without getting caught in the
crosshairs.

Morning Beauty, Midnight Beast Simon and Schuster
How can a woman cursed to look like a beast make a handsome prince propose
marriage?Sybil de la Roche was once the belle of the court. Now she is more
hideous than any woman in the kingdom. To restore her beauty, she must
receive a marriage proposal. Forty years and twenty-eight rejections later, she
decides to break the curse on her own. But when a personable young man
arrives, she is torn between hope and dread.Prince Gerald is widely renowned
as the best-looking man in Savony. On a quest to find a mage who has
disappeared for years, he is stranded at a remote manor in a snowstorm. His
interest is piqued by the mysterious woman in the manor, but his desire to get
to know her is foiled by her determination to avoid him. For maximum
enjoyment, it is recommended that you read Book 1, Till Midnight, prior to The
Beast and the Beauty.
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